Pre-work for September 24 and 25:

- Familiarize yourself with your college strategy and the university strategy
- On the Cohort Challenge, connect with groups to:
  - Identify “ideal” access to people, data, positions that will help you frame / scope the challenge – send these to Kathleen
- Complete GlobeSmart: Online Resource for Cross-Cultural Understanding (See attached instructions – assessment survey will take 5-10 minutes)
- Watch 2 videos: Professor Martha Maznevski’s talk about “Leading Diverse Teams” and Adichie’s presentation, “The Danger of the Single Story”.

Looking Ahead:
We meet on Thursday, September 24 in 450 Dodge Hall. Breakfast will be served at 8:30, with programming running from 9am-5:15pm. On Friday, September 25 we will be back in 140 the Fenway, rm. 378 with the same time schedule.